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nuve sans nuve sans is a fairly versatile and functional sans-serif, it contains a lot of opentype
features, such as stylistic alternates, numerical combinations and large set of ligatures. it works well
for headers, logo and display use. can be used for both print and web. andale mono andale mono is a

straightforward and understated font, which contains basic glyphs in the latin and latin-hebrew
alphabets. it can also be used for latin-based systems such as those used in signage, documentation,
translations, etc. available at google web fonts and licensed under the sil open font license. debian
sans debian sans is a highly legible sans-serif typeface designed by fedora . it comes in six styles,
displayed in this web page and includes or not opentype features such as alternate characters for

some letter/digit combinations, stylistic alternates, ligatures, additional set of stylistic characters and
glyphs as well as contextual alternates. available at google fonts and licensed under the sil open font
license. liberation sans liberation sans is a sans-serif typeface developed by fedora . it comes in two

styles: regular and italic and includes opentype features such as stylistic alternates, numerical
combinations, fonctionals alternates, ligatures, and other basic glyphs. sinus italic sinus italic is a

sans-serif typeface developed by fedora . it has a total of 16 styles, which can be found in this web
page, including regular and italic, and includes opentype features such as stylistic alternates,

ligatures, and stylistic sets. available at google fonts and licensed under the sil open font license.
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novecento font family the name of that has been found suitable for the font with the prevailing
orthographicconventions. today, however, the meaning of the word and its traditional meaning are
almost exclusively associated with the past. in our time,we use the word to refer to the family of
typefaces offered by a type foundry. the word usually means software as well. in the case of this

font, it also seems to mean type design and the creation of new typefaces. tom thumb is a static nth
generation font family based on the itc tom thumb font to feature new heights, widths, width ratios,
sizes of capital letters and other typographic features. the family includes four styles – black, blush,
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evergreen and greenery – representing the seasons during the growth cycle of the plants. also
available are two weight sets – light and bold. each font contains all five widths (normal, widest,

etc.), all available heights and all available italic variants. the novecento typeface family was
designed to emulate the style and attributes of a 22nd century font. the type family contains 8 styles
based on baskerville bold, giving new life to this classic serif font. collection consists of 25 clean and
minimalist bold fonts that are designed to ensure legibility in the long run. the font comes with both
standard and condensed versions, each with 60 fonts. it’s free for commercial and personal use. this
font is ideal for posters, magazines, branding, packaging, logos and more. novecento 100 is a part of
the family of lettering, is ideal for corporate identity and branding projects, posters, collateral, logos,

catalogues, book covers, web banners, e-mail headers and favicons. 5ec8ef588b
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